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Abstract—In this paper we thoroughly investigate various
OWA-based linkages in hierarchical clustering on numerous
benchmark data sets. The inspected setting generalizes the wellknown single, complete, and average linkage schemes, among
others. The incorporation of weights into the cluster merge procedure creates an opportunity to make use of experts’ knowledge
about a particular data domain so as to generate partitions of
a given data set that better reflect the true underlying cluster
structure. Moreover, we introduce a correction for the inequality
of cluster size distribution – similar to the one proposed in
our recently introduced Genie algorithm – which results in a
significant performance boost in terms of clustering quality.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hierarchical clustering algorithms provide a clear and simple way to perform data segmentation. By forming a whole
hierarchy of nested partitions, they give a user a better insight
into the underlying data structure. Let C = {C1 , . . . , Cl } be
an l-partition of a data set X = {x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(n) }, i.e.,
aSpartition such that Cu ∩ Cv = ∅ for u 6= v, Cu 6= ∅, and
l
u=1 Cu = X . The main idea behind agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods is that in each step of the procedure,
two clusters that are the “closest” to each other (with respect to
some extension of a pointwise metric d : X ×X → [0, ∞]) are
joined. Initially each cluster consists of only one data point,
(0)
(0)
(0)
i.e., C (0) = {C1 , . . . , Cn }, Ci = {x(i) }, i = 1, . . . , n.
Proceeding from the (j − 1)-th to the j-th step, we merge
(j−1)
(j−1)
the clusters Cu
and Cv
with u < v such that the
distance between them is the smallest. In result we obtain
(j)
(j−1)
(j)
(j−1)
(j−1)
Ci = Ci
for u 6= i < v, Cu = Cu
∪ Cv
, and
(j)
(j−1)
Ci = Ci+1 for i > v.
Of course, there are many ways of extending d so as
to measuring the distance between two clusters is possible.
A procedure which allows to quantify the “closeness” of two
data groups is called a linkage scheme. Among the most
commonly used ones, see, e.g., [1], we find:
• single linkage:
d∗MIN (Cu , Cv ) =
•

min

u∈Cu ,v∈Cv

d(u, v);

•

average linkage:
d∗AMean (Cu , Cv ) =

1
|Cu ||Cv |

=

max

u∈Cu ,v∈Cv

d(u, v);

d(u, v).

u∈Cu ,v∈Cv

In [2] Nasıbov and Kandemır-Cavas stated a natural extension of the three above linkages based on the Ordered
Weighted Averaging (OWA) operators [3], which are amongst
the most well-known and extensively studied aggregation
functions, see, e.g., [4], [5], [6]. The main motivation behind
the introduction of OWA-based linkages was not only the
possibility to take into account experts’ knowledge, but also
the fact that such a general criterion can easily interpolate
between single, complete, and average linkages. However, the
authors did not convey any systematic studies on the effects
of choosing different OWA operator weights. Therefore, in
order to fill this void, in this paper we are going to evaluate
the effects of choosing different weighting vectors on the
clustering quality based on numerous benchmark data sets.
What is more, very recently we have introduced a new,
fast, and outlier resistant Genie algorithm [7]. The routine
takes into account the correction for the inequality of cluster
size distribution and aims to boost the performance of the
single linkage scheme. Here we shall verify whether such a
modification works fabulously in a more general setting too.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II we recall
the OWA-based linkage scheme as well as review different
generators of OWA weights. Next, in Sect. III, we propose a
generalization of the Genie algorithm and discuss its possible
computer implementation. In Sect. IV we evaluate its performance on a comprehensive set of benchmark data. Finally, in
Sect. V we conclude the paper and sketch some interesting
future research directions.
II. OWA- BASED L INKAGE
A z-ary Ordered Weighting Average (OWA) operator
OWAw : [0, ∞]z → [0, ∞] is given by:

complete linkage:
d∗MAX (Cu , Cv )

X

OWAw (d1 , d2 , . . . , dz ) =

z
X
i=1

wi d(i) ,
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Pz
where w ∈ [0, 1]z is a weighting vector such that i=1 wi = 1
and d(i) denotes the i-th greatest value in d = (d1 , d2 , . . . , dz ),
i.e.:
d(1) ≥ d(2) ≥ · · · ≥ d(z) .

weighting triangle generation were as follows: σz in each use
of ϕ was set to z/3 as well as z/9; p in the trimmed and
Winsorized means was set to 0.25; (a, b) in the Yager step
function was set to (0, 0.5), (0.5, 1), as well as (0.3, 0.7).

For the sake of our discussion, we shall be interested in
conceiving OWA operators as extended aggregation functions
i.e., defined for any number of arguments. Here we shall
follow the convention from [8], see also [9]: given a weighting
triangle 4
Pz= (wi,z ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, . . . , z, z ∈ {1, 2, . . . })
such
that
i=1 wi,z = 1 for all z, the corresponding OWA4 :
S∞
z
z=1 [0, ∞] → [0, ∞] is defined as:

TABLE I: Exemplary weighting triangles

OWA4 (d1 , d2 , . . . , dz ) =

z
X

wi,z d(i) .

Alias

Weighting triangle

AMean (average)

wi,z =

MIN (single)

wz,z = 1, wi,z = 0 for i < z

MAX (complete)

w1,z = 1, wi,z = 0 for i > 1

Q2 (median)

w(z+1)/2,z = 1 for z = 2k + 1
wz/2,z = wz/2+1,z = 0.5 for z = 2k

Q1 (first quartile)

Median taken over the upper half of
the vector sorted nonincreasingly (without
median)

Q3 (third quartile)

Median taken over the lower half of
the vector sorted nonincreasingly (without
median)

Norm [10]

wi,z =

1
z

i=1

Now the OWA4 -based linkage is given by:
d∗OWA4 (Cu , Cv ) = OWA4 (d1 , d2 , . . . , dz ),
where Cu = {u(1) , . . . , u(|Cu |) } and Cv = {v(1) , . . . , v(|Cv |) }
are some point sets, z = |Cu ||Cv |, and:
di+|Cu |(j−1) = d(u(i) , v(j) ),
for all i = 1, . . . , |Cu | and j = 1, . . . , |Cv |.
A. Generation of Weights
Please note that the choice of a weighting triangle can
provide us with a very wide range of possible ways to perform
data clustering. It is clear to see that for weights like wi,z = z1
we obtain the average linkage, wz,z = 1 and wi,z = 0 for
i < z gives us the single linkage scheme, and w1,z = 1,
wi,z = 0, i > 1 – the complete linkage.
Let us denote with ϕ(·; µz , σz ) the probability density
function of the normal distribution N(µz , σz ):


1
(i − µz )2
ϕ(i; µz , σz ) = p
exp −
.
(1)
2σz2
2πσz2

µz =
σz =

Pzϕ(i;µz ,σz )
j=1 ϕ(j;µz ,σz )

z+1

q2 P
z
1

i=1 (i

z

fuzzyMINσz

wi,z =

Pzϕ(i;z,σz )
j=1 ϕ(j;z,σz )

fuzzyMAXσz

wi,z =

Pzϕ(i;1,σz )
j=1 ϕ(j;1,σz )

fuzzyMIN&MAXσz

n
o
ci = max ϕ(i; 1, σz ), ϕ(i; z, σz )
wi,z = Pzci c
j=1

fuzzyQ3σz

Please note that in [2] only one additional weighting triangle
4 was actually considered, namely:

wi,z =

fuzzyQ1σz

wi,z =

Pz

ϕ(j; 3
z,σz )
4

n

ci = max ϕ(i;
wi,z = Pzci c
i=1

TriMeanp

ϕ(j; 1
z,σz )
4

z,σz )
ϕ(i; 3
4
Pz

j=1

fuzzyQ1&Q3σz

j

ϕ(i; 1
z,σz )
4
j=1

ϕ(i; µz , σz )
wi,z = Pz
,
j=1 ϕ(j; µz , σz )
q P
z
1
2
where µz = z+1
and
σ
=
z
i=1 (i − µz ) , see [10].
2
z
Convenient ways to generate weighting triangles include
settings like:
1) wi,z = Pzci cj , where a sequence (c1 , c2 , . . . ) is such
j=1
that ci ≥ 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . and c1 > 0, see, e.g.,
[11];


, where w : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a
2) wi,z = w zi − w i−1
z
nondecreasing function with w(0) = 0 and w(1) = 1,
see, e.g., [3].
In the investigation carried out in this paper we shall take
into account weights that interpolate around the single and
complete linkage, sample quartiles, various means and some
mixture of the above. The complete list of the weighting
triangles considered is given in Tab. I. The settings for the

− µz )2

wi,z =

1
z−2k

3z
, σz ), ϕ(i; z4 , σz )
4

o

i

for i = k + 1, . . . , z − k

wi,z = 0 otherwise, k = bpzc
WinMeanp

wi,z =
wi,z =

1
for i = k
z
(k+1)
for i
z

+ 2, . . . , z − k − 1
= k + 1, z − k

wi,z = 0 otherwise, k = bpzc
Yager-step(a,b) [3]

2





wi,z = Q zi ; a, b − Q i−1
; a, b
z


x<a
0
a≤x≤b
Q(x; a, b) = x−a
b−a

1
x>b
0≤a<b≤1
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

NNI[1..n] = −1
. Nearest Neighbor Index
NND[1..n] = ∞
. Nearest Neighbor Distance
L[1..n, 1..n] = −1 . Auxiliary Matrix (Distance Cache)
ds = DisjointSets {x(1) }, . . . , {x(n) }
. Union-Find
for all u = 1, . . . , n − 1; v = u + 1, . . . , n do
w = d(x(u) , x(v) )
if NND[u] > w then
NND[u] = w
NNI[u] = v
end if
if NND[v] > w then
NND[v] = w
NNI[v] = u
end if
end for
for j = 1, . . . , n − 1 do
. Main loop
Merge and update...
. See algorithm in Fig. 2
end for

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Fig. 1: The hierarchical clustering algorithm incorporating the
OWA-based linkage and the Genie correction.

19:
20:
21:

III. G ENERALIZED G ENIE A LGORITHM
In [7] we have recently introduced the Genie algorithm,
which incorporates the notion of an economic inequality index
(see, e.g., [12] and references therein) into the single linkage
procedure in order to prevent the formation of a highly uneven
cluster structure. It is worth noting that the performance of
the Genie algorithm was significantly better than not only that
of the standard hierarchical clustering routines, but also that
of the BIRCH or the l-means algorithm. Moreover, in [13]
we studied the effects of applying the Genie correction on
the generalized centroid (penalty-based aggregation) linkage
scheme; the results were highly encouraging.
We shall now propose a generalized hierarchical clustering
algorithm bracketing both the single-linkage-based Genie routine and the classic OWA linkage. Fix a weighting triangle 4,
a threshold g ∈ (0, 1], and let G be a chosen inequity index
(e.g., the Gini-index, see below). Proceeding from the (j − 1)th to the j-th step of the clustering procedure, j = 1, . . . , n−1,
(j−1)
(j−1)
merge clusters Cu
, Cv
such that:
(j−1)
1) if G(c1 , . . . , cn−j+1 ) ≤ g, where ci = |Ci
|, apply
the standard OWA-based linkage criterion:


(u, v) =
arg min
d∗OWA4 Cu(j−1) , Cv(j−1) ;

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:

u<v

bestX = bestY = −1
bestD = ∞
m = ds.getMinClusterSize()
. c(n−j+1)
for all u = ds.iterateOverClusterIDs() do
if NND[u] < bestD and
ds.getGiniIndex() ≤ g or
. G(c1 , . . . , cn−j+1 )
ds.getClusterSize(u) = m or 
ds.getClusterSize(NNI[u]) = m then
bestD = NND[u]
bestX = u
bestY = NNI[u]
end if
end for
bestX = ds.union(bestX, bestY)
. Merge
NND[bestX] = ∞
for u = 1, . . . , n do
L[bestX, u] = L[u, bestX] = −1.0
L[bestY, u] = L[u, bestY] = −1.0
end for
for all bestX 6= u = ds.iterateOverClusterIDs() do
w = d∗OWA4 (ds.getCluster(bestX), ds.getCluster(u))
L[bestX, u] = L[u, bestX] = w
if NND[bestX] > w then
NND[bestX] = w
NNI[bestX] = u;
end if
if NNI[u] = bestX or NNI[u] = bestY then
NND[u] = w
NNI[u] = bestX
for all u 6= v = ds.iterateOverClusterIDs() do
w0 = L[u, v]
if w0 < 0 then
w0 = d∗OWA4 (ds.getCluster(u),
ds.getCluster(v))
L[u, v] = L[v, u] = w0
end if
if NND[u] > w0 then
NND[u] = w0
NNI[u] = v
end if
end for
else if NND[u] > w then
NND[u] = w
NNI[u] = bestX
end if
end for

Fig. 2: A subroutine for merging and updating clusters.
2) otherwise, force merging of a cluster of the smallest size:


(u, v) = arg min d∗OWA4 Cu(j−1) , Cv(j−1) .
u<v;
cu =c(n−j+1) or
cv =c(n−j+1)

see [14], which requires Θ(n2 ) time and exactly (n2 − n)/2
evaluations of the d function. Unfortunately, its generalized
version will not be as efficient as its predecessor, but we of
course hope for its better performance in terms of clustering
quality. Figures 1 and 2 give a pseudocode of the procedure
we used for performing the empirical analysis described in the

As far as computational issues are concerned, one of the
advantages of the classic Genie approach [7] is that it can be
implemented based on a minimum spanning tree. For instance,
we may rely on a parallelizable version of the Prim algorithm,

3
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and m·,v =
is given by:

next section.

Pl

u=1

mu,v . The Fowlkes–Mallows (FM) index

IV. E MPIRICAL A NALYSIS
0

FM-index(C, C ) = r

A. Benchmark Data Sets
For the sake of comparison of the clustering performance, we considered 29 benchmark data sets in Rd
for different d. They consist of balanced and unbalanced
data of various shapes. Twenty-one data sets (available at
www.gagolewski.com/resources/data/clustering/) were already
used in our previous contributions [7], [13], namely:
1) a1 (n = 3000, d = 2, l = 20);
2) a2 (n = 5250, d = 2, l = 35);
3) a3 (n = 7500, d = 2, l = 50);
4) g2-16-100 (n = 2048, d = 16, l = 2);
5) g2-2-100 (n = 2048, d = 2, l = 2);
6) g2-64-100 (n = 2048, d = 64, l = 2);
7) iris (n = 150, d = 4, l = 3);
8) iris5 (n = 105, d = 4, l = 3);
9) s1 (n = 5000, d = 2, l = 15);
10) s2 (n = 5000, d = 2, l = 15);
11) s3 (n = 5000, d = 2, l = 15);
12) s4 (n = 5000, d = 2, l = 15);
13) Aggregation (n = 788, d = 2, l = 7);
14) Compound (n = 399, d = 2, l = 6);
15) D31 (n = 3100, d = 2, l = 31);
16) flame (n = 240, d = 2, l = 2);
17) jain (n = 373, d = 2, l = 2);
18) pathbased (n = 300, d = 2, l = 3);
19) R15 (n = 600, d = 2, l = 15);
20) spiral (n = 312, d = 2, l = 3);
21) unbalance (n = 6500, d = 2, l = 8).
We decided to consider 8 additional data sets which are part
of the Fundamental Clustering Problem Suite (see www.unimarburg.de/fb12/arbeitsgruppen/datenbionik/data/ and [15]):
22) Atom (n = 800, d = 3, l = 2);
23) Chainlink (n = 1000, d = 3, l = 2);
24) EngyTime (n = 4096, d = 2, l = 2);
25) Lsun (n = 400, d = 2, l = 3);
26) Target (n = 770, d = 2, l = 6);
27) Tetra (n = 400, d = 3, l = 4);
28) TwoDiamonds (n = 800, d = 2, l = 2);
29) WingNut (n = 1016, d = 2, l = 2).
What is more, we set d to be the Euclidean metric.

Pl

Pl

m2u,v − n


.
Pl
Pl
2 −n
2 −n
m
m
u,·
·,v
u=1
v=1
u=1

v=1

On the other hand, the Adjusted Rand (AR) index is given by:


Pl
n Pl
mu,v
− cd
u=1
v=1
0
2
2

AR-index(C, C ) =
,
1 n
2 2 (c + d) − c d


Pl
Pl
mu,·
m·,v
where c =
and d =
. The ARu=1
v=1
2
2
index has zero expected value in the case of two random
(uniformly-distributed) partitions, while the FM-index in such
a case yields 1/l. Both indices are bounded from above by 1 in
the case of a perfect agreement between two given partitions.
C. Inequity Indices
In [13] we have already investigated the impact of the
choice of an inequity measure on the clustering quality in
the case of the single and generalized centroid linkage and
found no significant differences between the Gini, Bonferroni,
and de Vergottini indices. Therefore, here we only inspect the
normalized Gini-index [18] which is given by:
Pl−1 Pl
|cu − cv |
G(c1 , . . . , cl ) = u=1 v=i+1
.
Pl
(l − 1) i=u cu
D. Results
For each data set we applied the proposed generalized
OWA-based linkage with different weighting triangles (see
Tab. I) and different Genie correction thresholds g =
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0. In each case we computed the FM- and ARindex for 5 random input data set permutations and aggregated
the similarity degrees by applying the sample median.
For every unique pair of weighting triangles and g = 1.0 (no
Genie correction), we compared the FM-index distributions.
Figure 3 gives the significant p-values as reported by the
Wilcoxon (paired) signed rank test (null hypothesis: pairwise
differences between the 29 FM-indices are symmetric around
0). The smallest p-values are observed for fuzzyMAXz/3 and
fuzzyQ3z/3 (0.007), MIN and fuzzyMINz/9 (0.01), as well
as MAX and fuzzyQ1&Q3z/9 (0.01).
Figure 4 depicts the box-and-whiskers plots for the FM- and
the AR-index distributions as a function of different weighting
triangles. In each case we report the results obtained for the
Gini-index threshold of g = 1 (no Genie correction) and the
threshold that yielded the best median value. Moreover, we
performed the signed rank test in order to determine if the
introduction of the Genie correction leads to a significant
improvement in the clustering quality. A bold, red arrow
indicates p-value ≤ 0.05. Please note that the Genie correction
in each case improved the (raw) median FM- and AR-indices,
even though the (very conservative) Wilcoxon test finds the
differences significant in only some of the cases. Interestingly,
we observe the most striking improvement in the case of the
original Genie algorithm [7], where from the globally worst

B. Partition Similarity Measures
Each data set comes with a sequence of reference labels;
the number of true underlying clusters is denoted above with
l. In order to measure the degree of concordance between the
generated partitions (the resulting dendrograms were cut at
an appropriate level) and the true labels, we decided to rely
on the notion of the Fowlkes–Mallows (see [16]) as well as
the Adjusted Rand index (see [17]). Let C = {C1 , . . . , Cl } and
C 0 = {C10 , . . . , Cl0 } be two l-partitions of the set X of cardinalPl
ity n. Moreover, let mu,v = |Cu ∩ Cv0 |, mu,· = v=1 mu,v ,

4

.09

Q1

.08

fuzzyQ1z/9

.08

fuzzyQ1z/3

.05
.06

.09

Q3

Q2

.03

Q2

.07

Q1

Norm

.04

Q3
fuzzyQ3z/9

.07

.02

.02

fuzzyQ3z/3

.06

.05 .02

.01

fuzzyQ1&Q3z/9

.04

.01

.03

fuzzyQ1&Q3z/3

.03

.02 .01

.02

Yager–step(0.5,1)

.06

.07

.09

Yager–step(0,0.5)

.08

.03

.02 .05

.07

.08

Yager–step(0.3,0.7)

.10

.03 .06
.10

.03
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Yager–step(0,0.5)

.07

fuzzyQ1&Q3z/3

.08

WinMean0.25

Yager–step(0.5,1)

.08

fuzzyQ3z/3

.03

TriMean0.25

fuzzyQ1&Q3z/9

.09 .02

fuzzyQ3z/9

.09

.04

choosing an appropriate weighting triangle, we may improve
the overall segmentation quality but none of the linkages is
perfect on all the data sets. Moreover, we have proposed the
incorporation of a correction for inequality of the cluster size
distribution, similar to the one from our recently-introduced
Genie algorithm. It turns out that such a modification yields
an even better segmentation.
An adaptive selection of the Gini-index threshold as well as
the best weighting triangle is left for further research. Due to
its simple form and a wide range of linkage possibilities and
also taking into account the computational complexity, in this
paper only OWA-based clustering was considered. However,
the presented setting could be generalized by means of the
Choquet integral – this research direction is also worth a
deeper investigation in future studies.

fuzzyQ1z/3

.02

AMean

.02
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.06

WinMean0.25

fuzzyMIN&MAXz/3

Norm

.04

AMean
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.05 .07
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.01
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Fig. 3: p-values of the Wilcoxon signed rank test for the difference between the FM-index distributions for each weighting
triangle; g = 1; only p-values ≤ 0.1 are reported.

performing clustering routine we jump to the best one. Also
recall that this algorithm is very fast to compute.
Table II gives the top median values of the FM-index and
the AR-index for each Gini-index threshold inspected. In each
case, the corresponding weighting triangles are listed. We
observe that the single linkage (MIN) and its generalization
(fuzzyMINz/9 ) work best when combined with small Ginithresholds (g = 0.2) and give the highest median value of the
similarity measures.
Lastly, Fig. 5 depicts the violin plots for the FM- and ARindex distributions for:
• the average (AMean) linkage with g = 1;
• fuzzyMINz/9 with g = 1;
• the single (MIN) linkage with g = 0.2 (recommended in
[7] for practical use);
• the “best” OWA weighting triangle (on a per-data set
level) in the case of g = 1;
• the “best” OWA weighting triangle and the “best” Giniindex threshold (on a per-data set level).
The figure provides us with the upper bound for the FM- and
AR-index if we had possessed an oracle (or a set of experts)
deciding which 4 or g to use prior to starting the clustering
procedure.
V. C ONCLUSION
OWA-based linkage was stated in [2] but has not been
extensively studied up till now. In this paper we have investigated the effects of choosing different OWA-based linkages
on data clustering. The obtained results indicate that by
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Fig. 4: Box-and-whisker plots for the FM-index and the AR-index distribution for each scenario with (g < 1.0) and without
(g = 1.0) the Genie correction.

TABLE II: Top median FM-index and AR-index together with
the corresponding weighting scenarios for each Gini-index
threshold
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Fig. 5: Violin plots for the FM-index and AR-index distribution for the average linkage (AMean, g = 1), fuzzyMINz/9
(g = 1), the single linkage (g = 0.2) [7], the OWA-based
linkage with the best weighting scenario chosen individually
for each data set without (g = 1) and with the Genie correction
applied with the best possible threshold found (best-g).
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